Hostgator Discount Code - Get Hostgator Web Hosting For Only 1
Penny
Firstly you have to know the strength of the HostGator webhost. HostGator is a most famous web
hosting company that got 2.5 million buyers. With 7000 hosts this company manages millions of
domains worldwide. HostGator holds many popular companies as its clients. This hosting company
gives web host service from newbies to huge business people. A few of their popular packages
contain reseller webhosting, dedicated hosting, vps hosting and shared web hosting.
The main strength of HostGator internet hosting company is its customer support. They have lots of
competent technicians, who give twenty-four hours a day service to their users. They ensure for
99.99% up time and forty-five days refund policy.
Hostgator has linux hosting, windows web hosting, VPS Hosting, Dedicated Web servers. All of their
packages provide all the features needed for a serious site. Baby and Business hosting plan permit
unlimited domains (add on), that makes a great many sense if you run many sites. They utilize
cPanel, that is the greatest control panel around. You get Fantastico script installer that will install a
lot of the popular open source scripts with few clicks.
Hostgator supports PHP4 & 5, SSH, Cron jobs, Python, Ruby On Rails etc. As well, all the packages
include plenty of POP3 accounts.
1 penny Hostgator Discount Code is the most well known one among all these coupons. This coupon
code gets you $0.01 cheap web hosting for first month with all web hosting facilities.
Below is the steps:
1. Open the hostgator website. Pick out web hosting "Baby Plan". If you need other host plan, just
choose it by you.
2. Make sure you enter a discount code "hostonlyfor1cent".
3. Accomplish the sign up processing.
That's completed! You've got the hostgator hosting for only $0.01 1st month.
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